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SECTION I
INTRODDCTION

The initial design and development of the HULL finite difference hydrodynamics computer code in 1971 (Reference 1) was
done in the framework of a simple executive pre-processor. The
function of this executive was to manipulate pre-existing FORTRAN
code to minimize central processor time, alter the size of dimensioned arrays to fit the particular HULL problem being run to
minimize occupancy of central memory, and to permit inclusion of
redundant statements (i.e., COMMON Variable definitions) only
once in order to reduce the possibility of coding and keypunch
errors. The previous experience of the HULL code authors with
other large finite-difference codes had proved that no matter how
flexible a code was when designed, the advent of new problems,
computational techniques and user demand would invariably lead to
the production of new and usually divergent versions of the same
code. Since the HULL code was to be an experimental test bed for
developing numerical techniques and for solving non-linear
physics problems which could not be addressed by other codes, the
executive pre-processor was given the capability to selectively
retain coded segments for subsequent inclusion based on user
selected option fields. Thus if a new feature was to be added
for a particular application, the user/coder could invent a
descriptive option name, contain the added code within the option
selecting syntax, and leave the remainder of the code functioning
as before. Once the added feature was checked out and successfully run, it became a permanent option available for use by
other HULL code users.
During this early development stage, the CDC UPDATE utility
did not exist and the IBM IEBUPDATE utility was subject to constant change and therefore prone to execution error. Consequently the local AFWL update system was used to maintain the
HULL system file. This update utility could perform deletions,
changes, and additions to a file, but would produce a fatal error
if statements were altered out-of-sequence or if its format
requirements were not strictly observed.
The first version of SAIL (Reference 2) duplicated the
functions of the AFWL update system while simplifying the nomenclature. Later versions of SAIL incorporated all of the executive pre-processor functions. This allowed the user to incorporate changes and produce compiler input in a single pass by
executing program SAIL.

From 1973 to the present, the main advantage of SAIL has
been that it has been under the control of the users. Functions
have been added only when a clear need existed. Maintenance of
SAIL is required when operating systems are changed but this is
usually not too traumatic as most of SAIL is written in relatively machine independent FORTRAN.
SAIL was never intended to replace or supplement existing
system software utilities. It was intended to serve as a user
oriented tool for maintenance and development of the HULL code.
The development of SAIL has led to the definition of a simple
fairly-well structured high level language that can be used to
assemble FORTRAN source code in a manner analagous to a compiler
producing assembler instructions. The SAIL code was not intended
to be a black box whose functions are transparent to the user.
The fact that SAIL has become widely used for applications other
than the HULL code is a testament to its usefulness, since its
acquisition and installation is not trivial. The first documentation for installation and use of SAIL in a more global sense
did not appear until 1979 (Reference 3). Since that time maintenance of SAIL has been shared by the Air Force Weapons Laboratory (AFWL/NTYP) and the Air Force Armament Laboratory
(AFATL/DLJW). At present SAIL is being used to manage the HULL
code at several other installations within the United States and
the United Kingdom.
The purpose of this document is to guide users in managing
and assembling FORTRAN source code for EPIC3 and HULL bv usinq
SAIL.

SECTION II
SAIL FILE STRDCTDRE

The SAIL code operates on a file which is in a specific
format to simplify processing and reduce input/output time. This
file is produced by SAIL in either the generate, copy, convert or
update mode. This will be referred to as the library file.
The first record of the library file is a header containing
the information indicated by Table 1.

TABLE 1.

WORD
1
2
3
4
5
6

50
51
52
53
54

N-l
N

SAIL LIBRARY FILE - RECORD 1 CONTENTS FOR RECORD
LENGTH N
CONTENTS
Version number
System Name
Creation Date
Number of default programs
First default program Name
Second default program Name

3^£E
(Integer)
(Alpha)
(Alpha)
(Integer)
(Alpha)
(Alpha)

Forty sixth default program Name
(Alpha)
Name of first program on this file
(Alpha)
Sequence number of first program start (Integer)
Name of second program on this file
(Alpha)
Sequence number of second program start (Integer)

Name of (N-50)/2 program on this file
Sequence number of (N-50)/2 program
start

(Alpha)
(Integer)

The system name and version are identifiers which may be arbitrary.
The version number is automatically incremented by 1
during a SAIL update if no other action is taken. The creation
date is the date that the current version was produced.
The
aefault programs are the names of programs that will be assembled
by SAIL in the Executive mode. The body of each SAIL file can be

subdivided into separate programs. Each program is assigned a
sequence number which is a multiple of 10,000; therefore the
first program would start at sequence number 10,000, the second
at 20,000 if the first program is less than 10,000 statements in
length or at the next multiple of 10,000 greater than the length
of program one plus 10,000. If a collection of statements is
used in more than one program, these statements can be placed
ahead of the first program starting at sequence number 1. This
portion of the file is called the Prologue and is always processed by SAIL during the Executive mode.
The second record on the SAIL library (immediately preceding
the prologue or the first program) contains the information
described by Table 2. The number of cards or statements on this
file is for information only and is not used by SAIL to process
the file. The option names in Record 2 are referred to as the
option directory. Their purpose is to define option names and to
assign corresponding integer values to be used in controlling the
processing by SAIL during the Executive mode. Option directory
entries can be changed, deleted or added only during generate,
copy or update mode.

TABLE 2.

WfiRJD

SAIL LIBRARY FILE - RECORD 2 CONTENTS FOR RECORD
LENGTH N
CONTENTS

1
2

Number of Cards on this file
Number of default options

3

Name of Option 1

4

5

6

N-l
N

Value assigned Option 1

Name of Option 2

Value assigned Option 2

Name of Option (N-2)/2
Value assigned Option (N-2)/2

TYPE

(Integer)
(Integer)
(Alpha)

(Integer)
(Alpha)

(Integer)

(Alpha)

The remainder of the file following Record 2 consists of
data which will be used by SAIL in assembling input for the
compiler during the SAIL Executive mode. These data are
organized into groups of individually sequenced statements so
that an input/output buffer operation can treat a large amount of

data during each call.
On CDC machines SAIL defaults to 113
sequenced statements or FORTRAN card images per buffer group.
Each statement is composed of a single word sequence number
followed by 72 characters of data. Each statement is terminated
by 8 characters which contain the date of insertion or last
modification of that sequence number.
The individually sequenced statements can be thought of as
72 column card images. These data are of three forms:
(1) SAIL informative directives or aids to simplify
file management.
(2) SAIL Executive directives which control and modify
assembly of the compiler input card images.
(3) Compiler input data kernels to be output directly
or in modified form after selection by SAIL Executive directives.

SECTION III
SAIL DIRECTIVES

There are three basic types of SAIL directives. The distinction between them blurs at times because some directives
serve multiple functions and can belong to more than one type
class. All directive types are input to SAIL in free format with
the exception that all directives must start in column one or its
equivalent on the input file. The free format delimiters for
SAIL are the blank field, comma, or the equal symbol.
1.

SAIL Executive Directives

SAIL Executive or assembly execution directives consist of
up to three basic fields. The fields are separated by the SAIL
delimiters and are order dependent. The first field is the verb
field, the second is the noun or subject field, and the third
field, when present, is the operand or option field. An exhaustive discussion of the attributes, of each field is given by Gaby
et al (Reference 3) and will be briefly summarized here for
completeness. All Executive directives are contained within the
body of the SAIL library file to direct processing during executive assembly.
All of these directives are preceded by an
asterisk which must appear as the first character in the
sequenced statement. Directives are not included in the compiler
input file produced by SAIL during assembly execution. The
current set of executive directives is listed in Table 3.

TABLE 3.

VERB
*AUTO
*B
*DEFL
*DEFN
*E
*ENDPROC
*ETXT
*INCLUDE
*KEEPTO
*LABEL
*PROC
*SKIPTO
*TXT

SAIL EXECUTIVE DIRECTIVES

NOUN

PROGRAM NAME
OPTION NAME
OPTION NAME

PROC NAME
LABEL NAME
LABEL NAME
PROC NAME
LABEL NAME

OPERAND

LOGICAL
NUMERIC

OPTION
OPTION

STRING
STRING

LOGICAL
LOGICAL

OPTION
OPTION

STRING
STRING

LOGICAL
LOGICAL

OPTION
OPTION

STRING
STRING

A.

Directive Verb Field

Executive processing directives start with an asterisk in
the first character of the record (i.e. in column one of a card
image). The alphabetical characters which follow the asterisk in
the verb field must be adjacent to one another (no embedded
blanks). The Executive directives and Change directives will not
appear in the resulting executive compiler input file. If a text
string is not recognized as a directive, it will be included in
the executive compiler input file. Since it has an asterisk in
column oner it will be recognized as a comment card by most
FORTRAN compilers.
B.

Directive Noun Field

Noun fields, as indicated by Table 3, are not used by all
Executive directives. When present they consist of up to eight
non-blank characters which are left to the discretion of the
user. In general it is best to limit the definition of noun
fields to alphabetic characters. Special forms of the noun field
are employed by the *PROC and *INCLUDE directives. These exceptions will be discussed later.
C.

Directive Operands

Operands are either logical or numeric. Only the *DEFN
directive uses the numeric operand form. Numeric operands consist of option names and integer constants separated by the
arithmetic operators +, -, /(division), and *(multiplication).
The order of evaluation is strictly from left to right. The
result of evaluation is always non-negative. Logical operands
have only true/false values. The value true is indicated by a
numeric value of greater than zero, false by a value of zero.
Logical operands are formed by separating option names and integer constants by the logical relations EQ, NE, LE, LT, GE, GT.
Logical operands can also be assembled by connecting options or
groups of logical relations by the logical operators AND, OR, and
NOT.
When integer constants are used in conjunction with a
relational operator, the constant must follow the relational
operator without delimiters (blank, comma, equal). Relational
operators and option names must be separated by blanks. The use
of undefined option names will result in abnormal termination. A
logical test for the existence of an option name can be performed
by using the special relational operator "DEF" followed by an
option name. If the option exists (with zero or integer value)
the element has a value of true. If the option has not been
previously defined, the element has a value of false. As in the

case of numeric operands, logical operands are evaluated from
left to right. Groups of relational elements may appear between
parentheses, in which case the parenthetical groups will be
evaluated first.
D.

Option Definition and Redefinition

Options can be initially defined in one of three ways; by
the SAIL file option directory record, by *DEFN or *DEFL Executive directives, or by the SAIL input stream. The option directory was previously described. Its initial definition will be
discussed later under Maintenance directives. The SAIL input
conventions will be defined in the INPUT/OUTPUT section of this
document. If an option has been previously defined by either the
SAIL file directory or the input data stream, its value can be
changed by SAIL during Executive processing by:
*DEFN Name Arithmetic Operand
in which case the option Name will have the new value produced by
evaluation of the Arithmetic operand.
Options can also be
changed by:
*DEFL Name Logical Operand
which will result in option Name having a value of zero if the
result of evaluating the Logical operand is false, and a value of
one if the operand result is true.
Both the *DEFN and *DEFL
directive can be used to define new options if they have not been
previously defined.
As an example, assume the option directory
contained the options and values:
A=l
B=2
C=0
D=10
E=22
SAIL execution of
*DEFN D A+E*C
would produce
D=C,

since numeric operands are performed from

left to right.
*DEFN NEW E+B

would produce
NEW=24.
*DEFL A B EQ1
would produce
A=0 since option B is not equal to one.
*DEFL H "DEF" X
would produce
H=0, since option x was not previously defined.
*DEFL G D
would produce
G=lf since option D is true (non zero).
E.

SAIL Dynamic File Modifications

SAIL can modify the compiler input stream by using the
values of options which have been defined statically by the
option directory or dynamically by the input data stream and
subsequent *DEFL and *DEFN directives.
Segments of the file can
be included, left out, or replicated.
Individually sequenced
card images can be altered by value replacement or new images can
be produced.
All of these functions can be controlled by the
values of options when used in conjunction with the SAIL Executive directives *PROC, *INCLUDE, *SKIPTO, and dynamic value substitution.
(1)

*PROC and *INCLUDE

The procedure definition or *PROC construct was the
first Executive syntactical element used in the HULL code. Its
basic form is:
*PROC NAME Logical Operand
SI
S2

SN
*ENDPROC

The collection of statements SI through SN between the *PROC *ENDPROC pair will be stored with the descriptor NAME if the
logical operand has a value of true. The statements SI through
SN can be any Executive directive except another *PROC definition.
The data and directives within the procedure will be
expanded by SAIL prior to storing the compile file.
If the
operand field is blank, the procedure will be unconditionally
created - that is, it will always be stored with the procedure
definition of NAME.
This procedure is invoked by the directive:
♦INCLUDE NAME logical operand
at the point in the SAIL file where it appears if the logical
operand has a value of true.
If the procedure NAME has not been
defined, a message will be printed to output and SAIL will abort.
Procedures can be included by the INCLUDE directive within the
definition of other procedures but only up to a nesting depth of
eight.
If the *ENDPROC directive is not found before the end of
file or before encountering another *PROC directive, abnormal
termination will result.
If the logical operand field is blank,
the procedure will be unconditionally included.
A second form of the *PROC construct permits the
definition of a macro-like feature.
In this form the noun field
is concatenated with a series of arguments enclosed in parentheses. Thus we might define:
*PROC SQRT(A,B,C)
"A,,=SQRT("B,I**2-4*"A,,*"C")
*ENDPROC
where the arguments enclosed in " " in the procedure statement
are to be replaced upon expansion.
To invoke the procedure
defined above the Executive directive:
* INCLUDE SQRTC'X'V'Y'V'Z")
would result in
X=SQRT(Y**2-4*X*Z)
Notice that in these examples of procedure definition and procedure inclusion, the operand field is blank.
This is an unconditional form of definition that is simple but may require more
execution time and I/O overhead if the procedure definitions are
made but not subsequently invoked by *INCLUDE directives. Finally a third form of procedure definition is possible by using a
table entry to define a character string for subsequent use in
10

building a procedure name for inclusion dependent on the table
contents. In this usage the noun or name field of the *INCLUDE
directive is delimited by the character $ in the following form:
♦INCLUDE $ NAMENN AAA $ logical operand.
where NAME is the name of a previously defined option table and
NN is the value of an option in the table. The field designated
by AAA is not required but, if present, will be concatenated with
the table entry option name to produce the procedure name to be
included.
If the table entry does not exist, SAIL ignores the
directive.
If the table entry does exist but the resulting
procedure name has not been defined, SAIL will terminate abnormally. As an example of this usage, assume the following options
are defined with the values indicated:
NM=3
E0S=6
MAT=3
AIR=1
AL=3
FE=2
NH=22
XX=3 0
This construct is used by HULL to generate the equations of state
to be used in multi-material calculations. This is done by:

*PROC
SI
*ENDPROC

AIREOS

"DEF" AIR

*PROC
S2
*ENDPROC

ALEOS

"DBF" AL

*PROC
S3
*ENDPROC
*PROC
S4
*ENDPROC

CUEOS

"DEF" CU

FEEOS

"DEF" FE

*PROC
S5
*ENDPROC

NIEOS

"DEF" NI

11

♦INCLUDE $ MATl EOS $ NM
*INCLUDE $ MAT2 EOS $ NM
♦INCLUDE $ MAT3 EOS $ NM
♦INCLUDE $ MAT4 EOS $ NM.
The statements SI through S5 represent the equation of state
routines for each of the materials referenced by the noun and
operand fields. Recall that procedures are not defined unless
the referenced option names have been previously defined.
Thus,
the NIEOS and CUEOS procedures are not defined in the above
example since the NI and CU options were not previously defined.
The option table or directory assumed for this example contains
the names of three recognizeable material names. They appear
immediately after the option MAT which has a value of three.
Thus the order of the existing option directory determines the
definition of a table.
Options AIR, AL and FE are the sole
members of table MAT. Note that the existence of other tables is
implied by the order and numeric values of the options. Thus
table NM consists of the three elements EOS, MAT, and AIR and
table EOS has the six elements MAT, AIR, AL, FE, NH, and XX. The
procedure names are invoked in this case by the example *INCLUDE
directives which will be initially expanded to:
♦INCLUDE
♦INCLUDE
♦INCLUDE

AIREOS
FEEOS
ALEOS

NM
NM
NM

The last ♦INCLUDE directive is not considered since no option
value of 4 was found within the range of table MAT. The final
result produced for this sequence of ♦PROC definitions and the
corresponding ♦INCLUDE directives will be insertion on the compilable output of the three program segments:
SI
S4
S2

which represent the equation of state routines for Air, FE(Iron)
and AL(Aluminium) respectively.
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(2)

*SKIPTO/ *KEEPTOf and *LABEL

The *SKIPTO/*KEEPTO directives are logical complements of one another.
For small numbers of card images the form
is:
*KEEPTO *N logical operand.
This directive will cause SAIL to retain or keep the next N card
images in the library file if the evaluated operand is true,
otherwise the next N cards will be skipped or left out of the
compilable file.
The same result could be achieved by replacing
the *KEEPTO verb with the *SKIPTO verb and preceding the logical
operand by the logical operator NOT.
When N is larger than five
the effect of the *SKIPTO/*KEEPTO construct becomes difficult to
read on a master SAIL library file listing and it is clearer to
use the alternate form:
*SKIPTO
Cl
C2

CN
*LABEL

label name

logical operand

label name

which would result in card images Cl-CN being bypassed if the
value of the logical operand is true.
The noun field, label
name, can be any eight alphanumeric characters. The resulting
label names are easier to read if the first character is alphabetic. The sequenced card images that appear with the range of a
*SKIPTO/*KEEPTO may be of any type including SAIL Executive
directives. SAIL comments (statements with the character = in
column one), *P, *ETXT, *DIR and *EDIR are not counted within the
range of a *SKIPTO/*KEEPTO with a noun field of the form *N.
*SKIPTO/*KEEPTO-*LABEL groups can be nested using the same conventions as the FORTRAN DO loop.
For example, assume a set of
options and respective values are:

NSTN=0
ATM0S=5
NOP=100.
Then the Executive directives:
*KEEPTO *1 NSTN
Cl
*SKIPTO END1 NOP GE200
13

C2
C3
C4
*LABEL END1
*KEEPTO END2 NOP GE200
C5
C6
C7
C8
*LABEL END2
will result in the retention of the card images:
C2
C3
C4.

Care must be exercised in the use of the *SKIPTO/*KEEPTO construct lest a *PROC or *ENDPROC directive be left out and a
procedure definition be incorrectly established.
(3)

DYNAMIC VALDE AND STRING SDBSTITDTION

Dynamic substitution is performed only on those card
images which have the character $ in column one or are preceded
by and followed by the directives *AUTO and *MAN. For example:
*AUTO
Cl
*MAN,
Substitution of previously defined options by their current
values is made for those option names delimited by the characters
{, ), and /.
These delimiters can appear in the usual mixed
fashion as they would in the case of FORTRAN DIMENSION and DATA
declarations.
Thus if the option name/value pairs:
NH=16
IMAX=60
JiyiAX=100
are assumed, then the statements:
$
$

COMMON/EOS/RCSQ(IMAXfJMAX)
DATA NH/NH/

14

would result in:
COMMON/EOS/RCSQ(60f100)
DATA NH/16/.
Note that the extraneous symbols ($) are removed.
If the option
is not defined then the card image will be processed without
removal of the character string and SAIL will continue normal
processing. If it is desired to dynamically substitute a value
which would not conform to the above construct, then the form:
$

ABCE_OPTION NAME_EFG

can be used.
The option whose value is to be substituted is
delimited by the character _. String substitution can be performed by use of the option table construct further delimited by
a preceding $ symbol. This is of the form:
$

ABCD_$ NAMENN_EFGH

where the option table name is as discussed previously under
*PROC directives and NN is the value of the option in the table
that will be inserted.
Assume the existence of option
names/values:
NM=3
FE=4
AL=1
AIR=6

The following statements:
*AUTO
DO 100 1=1, _NM+2_
*MAN
$ CALL _$NM6_(Pr_NM_)
would result in:
DO 100 1=1,5
CALL AIR(P,3)
F.

Program Definition and Termination
The SAIL Executive directives:
*B Program name
PI
*E
15

are used to delimit a program segment. Thus if processing of a
specific program on a SAIL library is requested the SAIL code
will process the PROLOGUE and skip to the program name desired as
defined by the *B directive. Processing will terminate upon
encountering an *E or a subsequent *B directive.
In addition, a
SAIL library listing will include the program name specified by
*B directives in the summary and will force the listing of that
beginning of program name to start at the top of a page with the
program name appearing in the banner.
G.

*TXT and *ETXT Directives

SAIL will process all recognizeable Executive directives
during the Executive assembly process.
There are situations in
which these directives are used as data. Directives for which
SAIL Executive processing is to be suppressed can be contained
between *TXT/*ETXT pairs. Therefore the segment:
*TXT
*KEEPTO *1 NOP
Cl
*PROC AIR NM EQ1
C2
*ENDPROC
*ETXT
would be preserved on the compileable output file exactly as they
appear above except the *TXT and *ETXT directives are removed.
H.

SAIL Change Directives

After a SAIL library file has been established or updated, it may be necessary to change, add, or delete statements
either in the course of Executive assembly of a compiler input
file or to produce an updated version of the library file.
The allowable Change directives are:
*A
*I
*C
*C
*D
*M

Nl
Nl
N1,N2
N1,(C1,C2,NC1,NC2)
N1,N2
Nl

16

where Nl and N2 are the first and last sequenced card images
affected by the directives. Records are inserted by:
*A Nl
*I Nl.
All cards between these directives on the SAIL input file and a
subsequent Change directive or input file end will be inserted
after sequence number Nl. Records are deleted by:
*C NlfN2
*D N1,N2.

All cards with sequence numbers Nl through N2 will be deleted
from the SAIL library file. Cards between these directives and
the next Change directive on the SAIL input file will be inserted
after sequence number Nl. Individual columns of any sequenced
card image can be altered by:
*C Nl(ClfC2fNClfNC2).
This directive will replace columns Cl through C2 on the SAIL
library file with columns NCI through NC2 from the card immediately following this change directive on the SAIL input file.
Card images can be moved from one part of the SAIL library file
to another by the directive:
*M N1,N2.
This directive must be preceded by one of the Change directives
*Af *lf *C, or *D to define the sequence number for insertion of
the card images between sequence numbers Nl and N2. The appearance of an *M directive does not terminate the definition of an
insertion segment on the SAIL input file. *M directives can be
mixed with other data for insertion or with other *M directives.
The sequence numbers Nl through N2 are not altered in their
original location.
2.

SAIL Maintenance Directives

Even though SAIL library file maintenance has been relegated
to the position of tail-end Charlie in this section, it is of
importance because it keeps the system running and can simplify
the use of the constructs. It was the intention of the HULL code
authors to internally document the code rather than rely on
external means of description. The good initial intentions were
subverted by the volatile evolution of both HULL and SAIL. Both
codes evolved to meet user needs rather than from a previously
defined master plan. To meet the needs of day-to-day use, and to
17
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give some appearance of orderly growth to the library file, the
Maintenance directives in Table 4 were devised.
The directives
preceded by a C in Table 4 are also Change directives. Those
preceded by an E are also Executive directives. Both types have
been previously described.
SAIL Executive assembly does not
produce permanent changes to the SAIL library file. When the
library file is updated to produce a new version, the Maintenance
directives are instrumental in either implementing the differences between the old and new versions, or in facilitating the
use of the library file listing for making such changes.
The *P directive, like the *B directive, forces a SAIL list
run to the top of the next page and places the subroutine name
field in the banner at the top of that page and all following
pages until a subsequent *P or *B directive is encountered.
The
*P directive does not affect processing in any way.

TABLE 4.

SAIL MAINTENANCE DIRECTIVES

VERB

c
E
C

c
c

E

c

NOUN

*A
*B
*C
*C
*D
*DIR
*E
*EDIR
*M
*P

Nl
PROGRAM NAME
N1,N2
N1,(C1,C2,NC1,NC2)
N1,N2

Nl, N2
SUBROUTINE NAME

These directives are most commonly used to add new programs
and subroutines to an existing SAIL library file.
The *B directive would be used to define the start of each new program entity
and the *P directive would be used to define the start of all
subsequent subroutines in the inserted program. The *B directive
is required to define the start of the new program for Executive
assembly processing.
The *DIR and *EDIR directives are an aid to internal documentation. Sequenced card-images following a *DIR and preceding
a *EDIR directive are listed during the directory list run by
SAIL of the library file. In this way, collections of FORTRAN
and SAIL comments cards can be assembled in a single listing for
18

portions or all of a SAIL library file, *Pf *DIRr and *EDIR
directives cause no change in the Executive assembly processing
flow.
Comments which are to appear only in the SAIL listing can be
inserted by putting an equal (=) symbol in column one of the
sequenced card-image.
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SECTION IV
SAIL INPUT/ODTPDT

The structure of the SAIL library file was previously defined in SECTION II. The physical library file serves as one
element of the input data to SAIL during all modes of operation
except an initial generate run. The SAIL library file has the
logical name OLD when it is used as input data. When a library
file is being produced by a Generate, Copy, or Update run, the
new library will be put on logical file NEW. During an Executive
assembly run or a Punch run, SAIL places its processed cardimages on logical file SAIL. The compiler must therefore be
instructed that its input data is on logical file SAIL.
The
normal OUTPUT file is used to produce the results of SAIL library
list runs and messages concerning the execution of SAIL. Additional non-fatal error messages are output on file SSSSER during
Update runs.
Primary control of SAIL is through the INPUT data stream.
This is the file normally placed immediately after the control
card data stream on most operating systems. On CDC systems SAIL
searches the input stream for a record that begins with the word
SAIL. If found, the data on INPUT will be used to select the
mode of the SAIL run and provide change directives or other data
to SAIL to complete the run.
The third input file used by SAIL is INPUT2. It is only
used during Executive assembly runs. INPUT2 supplements (and
overrides) data on the first two records of the library file
(i.e. default program names and option definitions) and the
primary INPUT file. When SAIL is used to support HULL or EPIC
for instance, a pre-processor runs before SAIL execution to
assemble INPUT2 from restart tapes or hydro-code problem input
decks. A summary of these files is tabulated below:

INPUT/ODTPDT SAIL FILES
LOGICAL
NAME
OLD
NEW
SAIL
INPUT
INPUT2
OUTPUT
ERROR

PURPOSE

INPUT(I)
OUTPUT(O)

Old Library
New Library
Processed Card-images
Control and Changes
Alternate Control
Lists and Messages
Non-fatal Errors

I
0
0
I
I
0
0
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CDC NAME

IBM NAME

OLD
NEW
SAIL
INPUT
INPUT2
OUTPUT
SSSSER

FT02F001
FT01F001
FT08F00N
FT05F001
FT09F004
FT06F001
FT04F001

HONEYWELL
NAME
2
1
15,16,..
I*
9
*

4

1.

MODE Parameters

The SAIL code can be viewed as seven different program entities which have only one thing in common; they all either use the
SAIL library as input, output, or both. The selection of these
different modes of operation is done by insertion of a Mode
Parameter in the SAIL INPUT file. The following table shows the
relationships between various files and operational modes of
SAIL.

SAIL MODE PARAMETERS AHD FILE FUNCTIONS

MODE

INPUT FILES

OUTPUT
FILES

FUNCTION

RESULT

EXECUTIVE

Input,Input2,
Old

SAIL

Produce compiler
Input

Compiler input
file

UPDATE

Input, Old

NEW

Produce New
Library File

Updated or corrected Library

LIST

Input, Old

List library file
and attributes

Complete or
partial listing

COPY

Input, Old

NEW

Prepare library file Library in different form
for transport

GENERATE

Input

NEW

Initiate new system

Library File

SCAN

Input, Old

OUTPUT

Locate Text

Text & sequence
numbers of referenced text

PUNCH

Input, Old

SAIL

Reproduce library
file in 80 column
records

Card-Image
Copy of library

A.

OUTPUT

EXECDTIVE MODE

The Executive mode is defaulted. The absence of a mode
parameter or the existence of even a SAIL INPUT file will cause
SAIL to begin Executive assembly of the default programs with the
aid of the existing option definitions. This is the easiest and
least flexible means of using SAIL. If a SAIL INPUT file is
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present, additional parameters can be used to modify the SAIL
Executive functions and thereby change the compileable output
file. These parameters must be found between the initial keyword
SAIL and the first input card or record which begins with an
asterisk (a Change or Executive directive). The parameters which
may be invoked during Executive assembly are listed in the following table:

TABLE 5.
VERB
DELOPTIONS

EXECDTIVE MODE INPUT PARAMETERS
FUNCTION

VALUE

delete options during this run

Option name(s)

LINENO

insert SAIL sequence numbers in
columns 73-80 of compileable file

OPTIONS
ENDOPTIONS

Option
name-value pairs

Add new option names and their
values for this run

PROGRAM
ENDPROGRAM

Program names

indicate programs to be processed
for this run

PROSNAME

Program name

indicate special processing of a
program

The verb or input parameter name of most of these can be
used in other SAIL modes but with differing results. Care should
be taken to note these distinctions.
The LINENO parameter is self explanatory.
It allows the
user to establish a one-to-one correspondence between a compilation listing and a SAIL library list. This simplifies program
development, debug, and modification.
The DELOPTIONS and OPTIONS/ENDOPTIONS parameters are used
to remove, change or add options to the option directory for this
Executive assembly run. A file for which option A=2 and B=3 when
processed by SAIL with the input card;
SAIL DELOPTIONS A OPTIONS B=2 C=4 ENDOPTIONS
would result in a new option directory with entries B=2 and C=4.
The original options on file OLD remain unchanged. The OPTIONS
parameter can be used to establish an option table.
The parameter "AFTER" (including quotes) is used in the option definition
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parameter list.
The option immediately following "AFTER" is the
option table name.
Option name/value pairs following the table
name will become members of the table.
THUS:
SAIL OPTIONS TAB=2 "AFTER" TAB ENZ0NE=3
ENTW0=2 ENDOPTIONS
will produce the option table sequence TAB=2, ENZ0NE=3, and
ENTWO=2. This table will exist only during this Executive assembly run.
The input parameters PROGRAM and PROSNA ME are used to
Prooverride the SAIL library file default program def initions.
gram names following the input parameter PROGRAM will be assembled by SAIL. The PROSNAME parameter is used to designate the
single program to be assembled for compilation, Other PROGRAM
parameter defined names will be scanned by SAIL for option and
procedure definitions but those programs will not appear in their
The PROGRAM,
entirety as compilable output on file SAIL.
PROSNAME and OPTIONS input parameters are also used in establishing SAIL Executive assembly through the INPUT2 f ile.
B.

UPDATE MODE

The second most used mode of SAIL is UPDATE.
The following table lists the input parameters which may be used during
UPDATE runs.

TABLE 6.
VERB

UPDATE MODE IHFDT PARAMETERS
FUNCTION

VALUE

EDIT

Character strings

String replacement

LINES

Number

define number of lines/page

Option name

resequence file NEW
suppresses listing of NEW
change options on file NEW

PROGRAM

Program name

change default programs on NEW

SEQ PROGRAM

Program name

resequence listed programs

SEQ
NOLIST
OPTIONS
ENDOPTIONS
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The UPDATE mode is invoked by the Keyword UPDATE to
produce a new library file NEW with modifications determined by
input parameters and Change directives.
The use of the parameters SEQ or SEQPROGRAM will resequence the entirety of file new or those specified by the
SEQPROGRAM list respectively. A specification of Lines=60 or
Lines=80 will define the two most commonly used print line intervals for the output printed on file OUTPUT. The NOLIST parameter
inhibits the production of a library listing.
SAIL does not process directives during UPDATE runs. The
result of the UPDATE run is a modified default program list
specified by the PROGRAM input parameter, a modified option
directory as defined by the OPTION input parameter and changes to
the body of the library file as defined by the change directives
on file INPUT.
C.

LIST MODE

The LIST mode is used to list all or selected portions of
file OLD on the output file.
The contents of the first two
header records are printed first.
The last segment of information printed on a list run is a summary index which lists the
sequence number of each program or subroutine as defined by *B or
*P directives respectively.
A LIST will always be produced
during an UPDATE run unless the keyword NOLIST is inserted.
During any list run, each program or subroutine unit will start
at the top of a page with a header line identifying both program
and subroutine names. Each line or card image will be preceded
by its sequence number. Lines are terminated by the date of
initial program generation or the lastest change to that sequence
number. The line sequence number will be preceded by an asterisk
if the last update of the file resulted in a change to that line
of code. The asterisk will be eliminated if the keyword NOAST is
included in the input data stream. The keyword LINES followed by
an integer less than 85 will establish the number of sequence
lines to be printed on each page. The normal value is 60 for 6
lines/inch and 80 for 8 lines/inch. The default value is 60.
To obtain a listing of the entire file, the input should
be SAIL LIST. If it is desired to list only selected programs
then the input syntax is:
SAIL LIST PROGRAM PI P2 ... PN
where PI, P2, etc. are program names that are to be listed during
this list run.
If only the program documenting information
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contained between *DIR/*EDIR pairs is desired, then the input
will be:
SAIL LIST DIRECTORY
and all directory information for all programs on the file will
be listed.
If only the directory for selected programs are
desired, then
SAIL LIST DIRECTORY PROGRAM PI, P2 ... PN
will produce directory listings of programs PI, P2, etc.
If it
is desirable to list full programs and selected program directories during the same list run, then the input would be:
SAIL LIST PROGRAM PI "DIR" P2.
Program name P2, would be listed in its entirety while only the
directory of program PI would be listed since its name is followed by the modifier "DIR".
All of the LIST features are included to facilitate file
maintenance.
By including the change directives after the SAIL
LIST input, the listing will incorporate changes, additions and
deletions with the sequence number replaced by the word NEW.
This is a convenient way of checking the effects of change directives on the file before doing a file UPDATE.
D.

COPY MODE

The COPY mode of operation is similar to UPDATE except
change directives are not honored. File OLD is copied to file
NEW with changes in default programs and options as indicated by
the PROGRAM and OPTIONS input parameters respectively.
The
CONVERT input parameter can be used to change the file format.
It is order dependent. THUS;
SAIL COPY CONVERT
will convert a packed internal representation file OLD to a coded
NEW,
SAIL CONVERT COPY
converts a coded file OLD into a packed representation on NEW.
This is especially valuable for transporting a file from one
operating system to another.
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E,

SCAN NODE

In this mode of operation a search is made for strings of
characters which appear between the input parameters SCAN and
ENDSCAN on the SAIL INPUT file.
The strings to be found are
delimited by any arbitrary character.
Each string to be found is
contained within a separate delimiter pair.
The sequence number
and card-images of all SAIL file records which contain the string
are listed on file output. THUS:
SAIL SCAN
@ IF(J.EQ.1)@
@ DO 106
ENDSCAN
will result in location and output of the sequenced card-images
on the library file which contain the strings IF (J.EQ.l) or DO
10.
If it is desired to substitute a string for an existing
character string, the EDIT input parameter can be used in the
UPDATE mode by following the word UPDATE by EDIT, listing the
string to be replaced and the new string separately delimited,
one pair to a record, and then terminating the input by ENDEDIT.
For example:
SAIL UPDATE EDIT
@ DO 10(3 @DO 20@
@ IF(J.EQ.1)@ @IF(K.EQ.1)@
ENDEDIT
would result in the left string on each card being located on
file OLD and the right string substituted with the change on file
NEW. The effects of such string substitutions can be examined by
replacing UPDATE by LIST and producing a listing which can be
visually checked.
Both SCAN and EDIT can be modified by PROGRAM
parameter definitions.
F.

PUNCH NODE

If it is desirable to produce an 80 card image file of
the SAIL library without sequence numbers and in single card
records, then the PUNCH MODE can be used. The results are placed
on file SAIL. All Executive directives originally in file OLD
will be reproduced on SAIL. Specific programs can be selected by
the PROGRAM parameter.
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G.

GENERATE MODE

As the name implies this mode is used to establish a new
SAIL library file.
The parameters OPTIONS and PROGRAM will
establish the default values of their respective values.
In
addition the file name must be defined. This is done by the
parameter SYSTEM=Name.
The last input parameter must be
GENERATE. This keyword is followed by the data to be placed on
the new SAIL library - file NEW. If the first input cards following GENERATE are not preceded by the *B directive, this set
will constitute the PROLOGUE. The input file should not contain
imbedded End-Of-Files. The *E directive can be inserted to serve
this function.
2.

PILE PARAMETERS

The last set of input parameters is for checking or
establishing the form of files OLD and NEW. One of these parameters; SYSTEM has been previously discussed in conjunction with
the GENERATE parameter. In general, on CDC machines, SAIL expects file OLD to be previously defined as local by either an
attach or tape request. If OLD does not exist, SAIL will search
for a file as defined in a macro entry. If OLD exists on tape,
then a tape request internal to SAIL can be made by the input
parameter:
TAPE VSN = NNNNDD(NNN-DD)
where NNNN or NNN is the tape VSN and DD is the tape density (HY,
NT, PE) and the character (-) is needed to fill the field out to
six characters.
This definition is positionally dependent.
For
instance in UPDATE Mode the SAIL input:
SAIL TAPE VSN=ABB-HY UPDATE
TAPE VSN = AAA-PE
implies file OLD is on tape ABB and file NEW will be placed on
AAA. If only file OLD is involved in the particular SAIL Mode
(Executive, List, Scan and Punch) then the order is unimportant
since the intent is unambiguous. For a GENERATE run only file
NEW is used and again the meaning is clear.
The input parameter SYSTEM can be used to assure that the
correct file is being processed as well as establishing a new
system name during COPY and UPDATE runs. Again the position
before COPY or UPDATE is a reference to file OLD. If the input
parameter system name does not match that on file OLD, SAIL will
abnormally terminate. If the SYSTEM parameter is placed after
the keywords COPY or UPDATE, file NEW will have the name indi27

cated, otherwise it will be copied from OLD. During UPDATE runsf
the version number is normally incremented by one.
The parameter
VERSION can be used before and after the word UPDATE or COPY with
results similar to those described for SYSTEM, except of course
the version number will be affected.
An example of a set of inputs illustrating these are:
SAIL SYSTEM EPIC
OPTIONS C0MPUTER=1
dl
d2

HULLSIZE=1000

ENDOPTIONS GENERATE

dn
which generates a new SAIL library file named EPIC with default
options C0MPUTER=1 and HULLSIZE=1000. Version number will default to one.
All programs defined by *B directives will be
placed in the default list.
SAIL SYSTEM EPIC VERSION 1 OPTIONS COMPUTER=3
ENDOPTIONS
will result in Executive assembly of all default programs with
the option COMPUTER=3.
The input parameters SYSTEM EPIC VERSION
1 were used only for assurance that the correct file was processed.
SAIL VERSION 1 UPDATE SYSTEM EPIC
PROGRAM PREP OPTIONS COMPUTER=4 ENDOPTIONS
will produce a new Version=2 EPIC library on file NEW.
The
entire default program list will be replaced by program PREP and
the option directory will be modified to reflect the change in
the value of option COMPUTER.
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SECTION V
RUNNING UNDER SAIL

Since SAIL is a rather large code for compilation before
each execution, most installations place it in a user library in
the form of an absolute load. Since SAIL itself is maintained by
the SAIL system, once a running absolute is in being, additional
system changes for transport to other facilities are in hand.
If a particular batch job is to invoke SAIL several times in
the same JOB submission, and the user does not wish the same data
-to be used, special precautions must be taken.
SAIL, when
looking for input, will go no further than the first occurrence
of the word SAIL in the input stream. To circumvent this difficulty, the different segments of input pertinent to each execution of SAIL can be copied to alternate files; say A, B, and C.
Sequential execution can then be done by using the input parameter I on the SAIL card:
SAIL(1=A)
SAIL(I=B)
SAIL(I=C)
This in an important consideration for making HULL run with SAIL
or producing EPIC runs with SAIL since both of these codes use
preprocessors for constructing alternate INPUT2 files.
A more exhaustive treatise on the automatic attachment of
files and use of SAIL on other machines is contained in Reference
3. Good Sailing,
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